Another year starts and with it, new hopes and aspirations, a faint desire that sprouts in every human heart that speaks of happiness, prosperity and goodness to come. We wish this year brings for all of us an anticipation of a better future and a reason to keep smiling and living life to the fullest.

What's Next?

- English: Concept of vowels, consonants and 'a'or 'an'.
- Concept of Singular and Plural.
- Diagraphs: 'ai' & 'oi'.
- Numbers: Number Names twenty one - thirty
- General Knowledge: Plants around us, Living and Non-Living things around us.

Peaks at our Weeks

- English: Concept of 'THIS' & 'THAT'.
- Diagraphs: 'oa', 'ea'.
- Numbers: Number writing 200 - 300.
- Number Names: Thirty one to Forty.
- Even and odd, Addition.
- General Knowledge: Plants around us, Living and Non-Living things around us.

World Around Me

- General Knowledge.
  - How to travel
  - Reaching People
  - Communication

Frills and Folds

- Drawing & Colouring different Vehicles.
- Take Home Activity-Greeting Card.

Upcoming Competitions

CCA-B: Collage Work - Fruits and Vegetables.

Stationary Materials will be provided.

Date: 29th January 2016

Humble Request

Dear Parents,

Kindly ensure that the library books are maintained properly.

Kindly encourage your child to frame 2 or 3 sentences for the pictures.

Salute

Thank you for encouraging your child to read the story books.
Our Little Champs of CCA - 7

KG I A
I - Pranav Rajath
II - Samanaa R. Rao
III - Udwitha E

KG I B
I - Pravanava Gowda K
II - Rushabh S. Naidu & Chanakya Thamminini
III - Adhvik Chandan Gowda

KG I C
I - Namana C
II - Saanvi S & Samarth M. Iyenger
III - Mayushka N. Shetty

KG I D
I - Shrayvi N
II - Shreeshtha D
III - Shreshta D & Dheemanth R. Gowda

Another year starts and with it, new hopes and aspirations, a faint desire that sprouts in every human heart that speaks of happiness, prosperity and goodness to come. We wish this year brings for all of us an anticipation of a better future and a reason to keep smiling and living life to the fullest.

Peaks at our Weeks
- English: Introduction to cursive letters - j, v, w.
- Concepts: Heavy & Light. Pre-number vocabulary.

What’s Next?
- English: Cursive letters - x, y, z.
- Concepts: Ordinal Numbers.
- General Knowledge: Fruits and Vegetables.

World Around Me
- General Knowledge: How do we travel. Road Safety.

What’s Next?
- English: Cursive letters - x, y, z.
- Concepts: Ordinal Numbers.
- General Knowledge: Fruits and Vegetables.

Sweep Stakes
CCA-7 - Painting Activity
Date: 18th Dec 2015.
Children were given candy cane picture and they painted using different colour paints.

Frills and Folds
- Drawing: Christmas tree drawing & colouring
- Colour Paper Sticking - Shapes.
- Finger Tip Print: Candy Cane.
- Take Home Activity: Santa Face Mask.

Frills and Folds
- Drawing: Christmas tree drawing & colouring
- Colour Paper Sticking - Shapes.
- Finger Tip Print: Candy Cane.
- Take Home Activity: Santa Face Mask.

Humble Request
Dear Parents,
Kindly encourage your child to come up with new words using jolly phonic sounds.

Upcoming Competitions
CCA-8: Clay Modeling
Children will be making fruits and vegetables out of clay. (Clay will be provided).
Date: 29th January 2016
Kindly train your child for the above competitions.

Transportation
Transportation Day was organised in activity room.
Modes of transport were exhibited and children were able to identify various means of transport.
Another year starts and with it, new hopes and aspirations, a faint desire that sprouts in every human heart that speaks of happiness, prosperity and goodness to come. We wish this year brings for all of us an anticipation of a better future and a reason to keep smiling and living life to the fullest.

Peaks at our Weeks
- English: Revision of Jolly Phonic sound (V, Q, X, Y).
- Curves: Spiral and Loops.
- Writing: Capital letters - A, B, C, D, E, F.
- Numbers: Writing Number 6, 9 & 5.

World Around Me
- Concept:
  1. Activity based on Day & Night concept.
  2. Parts of the Body.
  3. Sense Organs.
  5. Worksheets based on Phonic Sounds.
- Celebration of Colours

What’s Next?
- English: Introduction to Jolly Phonic sound
- Numbers: Writing Number 8.
- Rhyme Time:
  Water Melon, Water Melon…..
  Ding Dong Bell…..
  After a bath I try try try…..
  1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish…..

Frills and Folds
- Paper folding of Santa caps.
- Take Home Activity: Finger Puppet of Santa

Sweep Stakes
CCA-7 - Sponge Dabbing.
Date: 17th Dec 2015.
Children were given an X-Mas tree picture and they had to do the sponge dabbing activity.

Upcoming Competitions
CCA-8: My Favourite Fruit
Date: 18th January 2016.
Time Limit: 2 Min.
Children should speak few sentences about their favourite fruit.

Humble Request
Dear Parents,
Kindly encourage and prepare your child for CCA - 8 “My Favourite Fruit”

Our Little Champs of CCA - 7
Nursery A
1 - Tanav Skanda .S
2 - Aditya .M. Chikkamath
3 - Keertana .V

Nursery B
1 - Vishal Gowda
2 - Tanish Krishna
3 - Samarth .M. Lakshmikanth

Nursery C
1 - Harshith .B.V
2 - Chirag .A. Patel
3 - Rushith .R & Rishabh Gowda

Salute
Thank you for encouraging your child to complete their home assignments on time.
Peaks at our Weeks
✓ Different locking systems.
✓ How to hold, lift and put down different things.
✓ Binomial Cube.
✓ Trinomial Square.
✓ Cards and Counters.
✓ Life Cycle of a Butterfly.
✓ Sand paper letters - r, s.

Frills and Folds
✓ Vegetable Print: Aquarium with Fish.
✓ Take Home Activity: Paper Sticking of Kite.

What's Next?
✓ Grating and cutting vegetable.
✓ Press button frame.
✓ Sand paper letters - m, n, v, l.
✓ Cursive Strokes.
✓ Spindle boxes.
✓ Cards and Counters.
✓ India Map.

Humble Request
Dear Parents,
Kindly encourage and prepare your child for CCA-8 “My Favourite Fruit”.
Kindly encourage your child to converse in English.

Upcoming Competitions
CCA-8:
My Favourite Fruit
Children should speak few sentences about their favourite fruit
Date: 28th January 2016.
Time Limit: 2 Min.

Salute
We appreciate your efforts in sending back practice work book on time.